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Light rays having extreme points with the same 
spatial coordinates 
.~~~,~7~~7~.~: In this papa WC deal with lightlike geodesics in Lorentrinn l~i~~ni~~lds which are closed with rexpcct 
tc~ the spuric7i coordinates. We consider the case where the initial point is fixed or nwves on a level of’ a given 
time [unction. The case where the initial point is free is also considered. under a periodicity conditirur on 
the metric. 
I. Introduction and preiitninaries 
In this paper we study the existence and the lnultiplicity of future pointing lightlike geodc\ics 
on a Lorentzian manifold M. We distinguish two different cases: 
( 1 1 We look for lightlike geodesics connecting a fixed point [Y f hf and a curve v such that 
1’ E supp ty 1: 
(2) we look for lightlike geodesics that, starting from any point p E AC. come back to the 
Ltnique \lcrtical lirw passing through 17. 
From a physical point of view. one can interprel 31 as a spacetime in General Relativity and 
:* as the world line of a light source. In this case the lightlike geodesics from 17 to y in-0 the 
light rays starting from the light source and coming back to it (on a different “time coordinate..’ 
but on the same “space coordinates”). The existence (and muitip~icity) of such light rays can 
he expected where the bending of light by gravity is suf~~cicntly big (for example nearby a 
black hole). 
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We assume that (M, g) is a stably causal Lorentzian manifold, with Lorentzian metric 
tensor g. For the sake of simplicity we shall denote by (. , -) the bilinear form on T,M given 
by g(z)[. , -1. We recall that the manifold M is stably causal when it is causal, i.e., it does not 
contain closed causal curves, and if this property is preserved after small (?-variations of the 
metric g. This is equivalent (see [ 10, Proposition 64.93) to the existence of a time function T 
on M, that is a smooth function T: M + R satisfying (VT(q), VT(q)) -=z 0 for any 9 E M’. 
Here VT is the Lorentzian gradient of T defined by dT(q) = (VT(q), .). As shown in [20], 
up to multiplying the metric by a conformal factor, it is possible, for a fixed time function T, 
to assume that for any q E M 
(VT(q), VT(q)) = -1. 
Observe that the existence of a time function gives an orientation on n/c. Namely we say that a 
vector u E Tq3Lz isfuturepointing if (VT(q), v) > 0 otherwise u is calledpastpointing. 
Let y: I -+ M be a curve from an interval I c Iw into M, we say that y is timelike 
(respectively ~~g~~~~~e. spac ~~ke) if (p(s), p(s)} is negative (respectively null, positive) for 
any s f I. Moreover y is a vertical curve if 
Yb> = Us)VT(y(s)) 
for some h E Co@, R). 
We recall the definition of geodesic: a smooth curve z: [O, l] -+ “M is a geon’esic if it satisfies 
the differential equation ‘D,i = 0, where 2;1,? is the covariant derivative along z induced by the 
Levi-Civita connection of (M, g). 
It is well known that if z is a geodesic, 
E(z) = (i(s), i(s)) 
is a constant independent of s. We say that z is timelike (respectively fightlike, spacelike) if 
E(z) is negative (respectively null, positive). 
Recalling the arrival time functional (introduced by Kovner in [ 1 l]), defined by 
t&y(z) = v4zUN 
for any 2 E S2:.t, we use the following compactness condition for ai.v (see, e.g., [6]): 
Definition 1.1. Fix c f IR’. We say that ‘c& is c-precompact if there exists a compact subset 
K = K(c) uf;i such that~a~a~z~ z f Ll., with r,,,,(z) < c, we have supp(z) C K. 
Now we can state our main results obtained by using the Ljusternik-Schnirelmann category 
theory. In the sequel, for any subset Y of a topological space X, we shall denote by catxY 
the Ljusternik-Schnirelman category of Y which is the minimal number (possibly infinite) of 
closed, contractible subsets of X covering Y (see [13]). 
We denote by ‘czTy the manifoId of the lightlike curves z of class H’.’ with (VT(z), Z} 3 0 
joining p and y (see Section 2 for details). About the first case we shall prove the folIowing 
theorem. 
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Theorem 1.2. Let LF,y be nun empty and c-precompactfor any c E IR, with cat .CIY > 1. 
then there exist at least cat ,&z y - 1 non-trivial, jiiture pointing, lightlike geodesics starting 
from p E supp (y) and coming back to it. 
In relation to the second problem we shall study the manifold Lc+ of the lightlike curves ,- 
with (VT(z). i) 3 0 starting from MO = T-‘(O) and coming back to the unique integral curve 
of -VT passing through z(0). We shall denote by x : M + MO the projection on MO defined 
by using the flow of -VT (see Section 3) and we shall prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.3. Let ,G+ be not empty and cat L + > dim M. Let _&‘I,, = T-’ (0) be a compact 
subset oj’M. Then there exist at least cat Lc+ - dim M nontrivial geodesics z .startingfrom 2%. 
cotning back to the unique integral curve qf -VT passing through z(0) and satisfying 
(?(I 1, u) = MO). dn(z(l>>[ul) VL~ E T,(,,M. (I) 
‘The existence and multiplicity of lightlike geodesics joining a point p E M and a vertical 
future pointing timelike curve v has been investigated in [5,6,7.8,9], when p 4 supp (y). 
using global variational methods such as Ljusternik-Schnirelman category and Morse theory. 
Here, applying similar arguments, we obtain existence and multiplicity results in the case that 
p E supp (v). Namely in Section 2 we examine the case in which p is a fixed point of M. In 
Section 3 we consider p varying in a compact hypersurface _&lo of ,JvI, while in Section 4, p can 
be any point of M. Differently from [12] and [4], where the stationary case is considered (and 
lightlike periodic trajectories are found), here a dependence of the metric on the time coordinate 
is allowed. 
2. Approximations and existence results when p and y are fixed 
Let us consider a future pointing timelike curve y : R --+ _N which is assumed to be a closed 
embedding of R in M and a point p E supp(y). As shown in [8] (see Section 5), in a stably 
causal Lorentzian manifold it is always possible to assume that y is a vertical curve. 
Moreover, let A be an open subset of M such that supp(y) c A and satisfying the following 
properties: 
1. dA is a smooth C’ submanifold of M; 
3. aA is timelike (i.e., T:(i3A) is spacelike for any i: E aA); 
3 iIA is light-convex (i.e., for every lightlike geodesic y : [O. 1 ] + 12 such that y(O). 
)/( 1) E A. supp(y) c A). 
In this situation the set _M\A represents a region of the universe that may include a black 
hole. 
Now we introduce the space 
H’.‘([O, 11. A) = {z E Ac([O, 11, A) 11’ llilll;K,ds < +x). 
0 
where Ac([O, 1 1, A) is the set of the absolutely continuous curves from [O. 11 into A and 11 II i,tj 
denotes the norm on 7’,M induced by the scalar product f% , .}(RI defined as 
(r. C)(R) = ((3 r) + 2{<, V7Yz)J2, 
for z, E M, < E TZM. The above metric was introduced in [2] and it will be systematically used 
throughout he paper. 
Observe that (. , .)(R) is a smooth bilinear form on 7’J’L whose positivity follows easily from 
the wrong way Schwartz inequality (see [ 15,3]). 
The space H’.*([O, 11, A) is a smooth Hilbert manifold (see [I@). Set 
G$; = (Z E fi’.2([o, 11, A) 1 z(O) = $7, z(1) E supp(y>]. 
It is well known that also in the case p f supp(~), a>,$ is a smooth manifold (see, e.g., [ 181) 
whose tangent space at z E S-J;,; can be identified with 
r;n;;,; = 11; E H’.*([O, 11, TA> I C(O) = 0, 6xl>ll1;w’(zm)N. 
The natural environment for the research of the future pointing lightlike geodesics joining p 
and y is given by 
c;J = ]z E fi;,:, I (2, i) = 0, (2, VT(z)) 3 0 a.e.1. 
Indeed it is possible to prove that every z E L;lt.y of class C2 with Z # 0, which is a critical 
point of the functional 
Q(z) = ’ (i, VT(z))* ds, 
.I 
(3 
0 
is a future pointing lightlike pregeodesic parametrized in such a way that {i, VT(Z)) is constant 
(see [l] for the case p # supp( y)), Other Fermat principles can be found in [ 17,18,19]. 
We shall study the critical points of Q on LF,Y. Unfortunately, as shown in [6] using local 
coordinates, L F, y is not a C’ manifold. This does not allow to use the standard techniques of 
critical points theory and for this reason it is necessary to introduce a class of approximating 
regular manifolds together with a limit process, as done in ]8], 
The main difference with the case studied in the above paper is that in our case Ls.y contains 
the trivial geodesic zp(s) = p. for s E [0, 11. 
If we consider the family of the infima of Q on the approximating manifolds, it converges 
to 0 = Q(z,). Therefore we need to use critical points of min-max type. We approximate I;; v 
introducing a suitable family of smooth manifolds Li,y,T, depending on a parameter E, defined 
as follows: 
‘c;+,, = {Z E a;,,“, 1 (i, i) = -E* a.e. and s -+ T(z(s)) is strictly increasing}. 
For any E > 0, whenever it is not empty, Li,Y,, is a Ct-submanifold of Q:%$, as stated by [S, 
Theorem 2.71. 
A further approximation scheme conceding the functional Q is required by the presence of 
the boul~dary aiz of the subset A which is responsible for the lack of compactness of Q (for 
example when verifying the Palais-Smale ((PS) for short) condition and the completness of the 
sublevels). 
The approximation is performed by means of a family of penalized functionals Ql;. 6 > 0. 
To this aim, one can choose a C2-function I$ : M -+ R such that 
I.~>OonA, 
2.4 <OonM\i\, 
3. (V@. V@j > Oon ari 
f the existence of such 6 is assured by the smoothness of 8 A), and define 
Q;j : sl;;,; - R.+, 
I 
QJ(z> = Q(Z) + 6 s ‘S 0 NzW2 
For any S > 0, the functional QJ is differentiable on a;,$. and it is of class C” on “i,y,, (see 
18, Theorem 1.21). 
We will obtain a critical point of Q as the limit along a family {~~,,~}~,,~~a of critical points 
for the functionals Q;, on the manifolds ‘ci,y., for c: and 8 going to 0. 
Lemma 2.1. For any c E R+, there exists a positive number m (I’) such that,for all 6 3 0, thP 
c -sublevel Q$ = (z E L,,,y,f ) es(z) < c} satisfies 
Q; c tln(d, 
I’.Y 
Proof. By the Holder inequality, we have that, for any 6 3 0 and z E Q$ 
(~ 
7 
(: 3 Qsiz) 3 o1 ii, VT(z)) ds 
> 
= ]T(z(l)) - 7%(O))]‘. 
so there exists a constant E > 0 such that 
T(z(l)) < c’. 
From [8, Proposition 5.1 J we can assume that 
lim T(y(s)) = +co. 
.X-+f*c 
It‘ there were a sequence {z, } c Q$ such that 
(3) 
we could find an index tt big enough for which T(z,( 1)) is arbitrarily large, getting a contra- 
diction. El 
The assumption of c-precompactness of ‘c’;,y and Lemma 2.1 allow us to see that, for every 
(’ E IF’ and 6 > 0. the sublevel Q$ is a complete metric subspace of Cs,Y,, with respect to the 
Hilbert structure 
Moreover, arguing as in 18, Section 71, we can prove that 
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Proposition 2.2. For every c E II?.+ andfor every 6 > 0, QG satisfies the (PS) conditi(~n at 
level c on L: y F. . . 
Applying the standard results of the critical points theory, for any 6 > 0 and F > 0, we obtain 
the existence of the critical values for QJ on ,Gi,y,, given by 
s 
‘k.E = inf sup Qs cat(&j2k & (4) 
where B, c Lz,v,, and k < cat&l, E. 
If the set of critical values of Qg ‘on &i,,, is bounded from above, eventually by means of 
the same proof of [8, Lemma 10.11, there exists a homotopy from &i+ to QC n g:++, for some 
c > 0. Then 
cat,;,), (qt,, n Qc) = cat,&;,,. (5) 
Moreover, assuming that (VT, V$) = 0 on a neighborhood of aA, [S, Proposition 6.11 states 
that 
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that Li.? is c-precompactfor some c > infL;,, Q. Then there exists 
a positive number ~0 = &g(c) andfor every I E (0, EO] there are mo injective maps 
such that 
1. QE and q, are continuous; 
2. for every 2 E L:,,,, such that Q(e,(z)) < c, it is tp,(\Ir,(z)) = z; 
3. for every z E (2” fl ‘ci+ it is \Ir,(@,(z)) = z; 
4. there exists a positive constant M = M(c) such that dl(@,(z), z) < A4 . E for every 
z E Qc fl ‘cs,Y (d, denotes the distance induced by the Riemannian structure on Cl;,;). In 
particular, lims_,o Q,(e) = z in st:~t,for every z E QC I+? L:.y. 
So we are able to establish a relationship between the (LS)-category of any sublevel of Q 
on ‘c;fY and the (LS)-category of a suitable sublevel of Q on ‘ci,Y.,. 
Indeed we can prove that 
Lemma 2.4. There exists EO > 0 such thatfor ever;v 0 <: E 6 EO one has 
Proof. By property (4) of G9, 
lim Q,(z) = z in C$‘, 
s-0 
for every z E &:,Y n (2”. The continuity of Q on S2k.t and (6) imply that 
GYX - II Q’+’ I, CD&;,, n Q(‘) 
(6) 
it’ I is sufficiently small. The (LS)-category is monotone by inclusion and invariant by homeo-- 
morphism, so we obtain the thesis. 0 
Lemma 2.5. For every d E II%+. d 3 infL;,Y Q, there exists a 80 > 0 such that 
cab,;, ,, (Q” n Li,,.,j G cab;_ <Qf” n LF.y., 1 
,fijr arly S E [O, &J] and E E (0. ,501. 
Proof. For any p > 0 sufficiently small, it is possible to construct a locally Lipschitz continuous 
vector field U,(Z) E T:Lcjt.,,,. ;: E C+ f’ Qd. such that 
(I) u ( .)(s) = 0 if+( ,(s)) 
(ii, ,,;zi:,, < I’; 
_ . > 2pp’Y’F / ; 
(c) (w(T,)(.Y), Vet) > 0, for any s E [O. 11 such that 0 6 $(z(s)) < P. 
Now let H(s, Z) be the flow of w, i.e., H(s. Z) = q(s), where 
rj = -w(q). q(O) = z. 
By construction, if z E “l,Y,, n Qd, then H( 1, z) is uniformly far from 8 A and we can find a 
positive constant ~1 < 1 such that 
QCH(1, z.)) < d + /-L. 
On the other hand by (c), +(H(s, z)) is an increasing quantity in s and so .I; ds/@(.r)’ is 
uniformly bounded. 
Therefore it is possible to find a constant 8 > 0 such that 
rH = {H(l. Z) I z E L;,Y,, n Qd} C Q;+‘. 
The properties of the (LS)-category imply that 
catch:_ Gjt,,,, n Qd> = catL;,Y,I LY < cat,;, ~’ (LF.y., n Qb”) 
and we are done. 0 
By the above lemmas it follows that 
Corollary 2.6. For eveys d E R+. d 3 inf,;,,Y Q, there exists ~(1 > 0 and 60 > 0 .such thcrt.,fi)f- 
rrny P E (0. eo] and 6 E (0. So], one has 
catc,t,l , (Q, d+2 n LF,y,,) 3 cat LF,Y. 
Therefore one has that for k E N there exist EO > 0. s > 0 and Y > 0 such that for every 
I- E (0. eo] and 6 E (0, 81 one has c:,~ < r. 
The proposition below states that it suffices to have cat Ll,Y > 1 in order to find strictly 
’ positive critical levels ck,? for any choice of the parameters 6 and F. 
Proposition 2.7. Let cat ‘cl,Y > 1. Then for any 1 < k < cat Ll,], there exists a pmitiw 
constant CY = a(k) > 0 such that inf, ci,? 3 CY, ,fbr any 6 3 0. 
Proof. First of all observe that if E is sufficiently small, cat ,C,s,Y,, > 1. 
Assume, by contradiction, that there exists a minimizing sequence {E, ) such that 
Let p be a positive constant such that the corresponding ball 
BR(P, i% = k E M 1 dR(P, Z) < PI 
is contractible. By definition of c;,~, there exists some &, such that 
-2 
catLaY,_ BFli 3 k and 
E2 
supes < $+f, 
&, 
for n big enough. This implies that Q(Z) 6 p2/2 + $/2. Therefore 
z E BE,, ==S Z(s) E BR(P, p) b’s E [o, 11, 
so &,, is contractible too, and we obtain a contradiction. 0 
Now we consider the family (z~.J}~.J,~ of critical points for Qs on ‘cl,y,, corresponding to the 
values cj F for some k < cat &;.y.E, and we assume that there exists a constant K E R satisfying 
Qs(zE..s) < K ‘v’s, 6 small enough. (7) 
As shown in 181, the critical points z = zE,a of Qs on Li,,,, satisfy the following Euler-Lagrange 
equation 
Dsi + ‘D, ((&, .;)) + D>,((VT(z), i)VT(z)) 
+ ,W) - _ 
de>” 
(VT(z), iW(z)i = 0, 
where k = &s(s) E N”,” ([0, I]> R) is the positive function defined by [8, (4.1.2)] and it is 
uniformly bounded independently of 6 and E. 
From (8) one can deduce that there exists a constant E,.i; such that 
($) i) i + (#vYzLif)* - & = EE.J. 
The a priori estimates necessary to allow the passage to the limit for E, 6 -+ 0 are guaranteed 
by the following lemmas. 
Lemma 2.8. The family (i,.~} is bounded in f1!‘.~([0, 11, TA) uniformly with respect o 6. 
Proof. It is exactly the same as [8, Lemma 8.21. c! 
By the previous lemma it is possible to find an in~nitesimal sequence 6, such that there 
exists the strong limit 
ZEJ, -+ ZF in H’*2([0, 11, A), (9) 
and then Qs,, (z~,s,,) -+ Q(z,). Moreover for every E > 0, the limit zF obtained in (9) satisfies 
the relation 
& = _ __L2hp 
(VT(&). i,) 
+ $ ((VT(z,). i,))2 1 (10) 
where ,6, is a constant. 
Lemma 2.9. Let cat ,C,ltv > I. Then i, is uniforml\: bow&d away,from 0. 
Proof. Assume, by contradiction that there exists an intinitesimal sequence {s,,} such that 
=.,, &,,) + 0. 
As h, is uniformly bounded independently of E (see [S]) and the wrong way Schwartz 
inequality implies that (VT(z,,,), Z,,) 3 I,, we have 
lini - 
II 
$h,, 
I’ 
= 0. 
n-+x (‘GT7‘(ZF,,), is,,) Dc 
By integrating (10) we obtain that 
s 1 EF,, = - h ds + ‘i Q(zF.,,) -+ 0. 0 Fz (vT(z;)_ i,,,) 
On the other hand, by Proposition 2.7 
so. passing to the limit for y1 + fco, we obtain a contradiction. q 
Now we are able to prove Theorem 1.2. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The existence of critical points for Qs on LT.y., is a consequence of 
the (LS)-category theory. Then, as shown above. it is possible to take the limit as S goe.s to 0 
getting a curve zF such that, for any s E [O, l], z~(s) E i\ and satisfying a differential equation 
similar to (8). 
By means of Lemma 2.9 we can take the limit as F goes to 0, obtaining a curve i: such that 
supp (z) c A (thanks to the light convexity of i3A). 
Moreover, as in [8, Lemma 8.51, z E ,CF,Y and is a pregeodesic, parametrized in such a way 
that (VT(z). II) is constant. This assures the existence of at least one non-trivial geodesic. 
The mutiplicity can be obtained (as in [8, Section IO]) working with Q on .Cl,,,. From [ I I. 
up to a reparametrization (uniquely determined), such critical points correspond to lightlike 
geodesics. i! 
Remark 2.12. In general the (LS)-category theory guarantees the existence of at least cat LF~,, 
critical points. here we obtain only cat &lf+ - 1 critical points because we need to eliminate 
trivial geodesics. 
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3. The variational approach whenever p is in T-‘(O) 
Now we consider the second problem discussed in this paper. Let T: M -+ R be the time 
function introduced in Section 1 and define n/co = T-’ (0). 
In this section we will prove the existence of a lightlike geodesic z(s) starting from any point 
z(0) in 340, and coming back to the unique vertical curve passing through z(0). It can be easily 
seen that for any p E M, dT(p) is a surjective map. Then %la is a smooth submanifold of 34 
whose tangent space at p E MO is given by 
TPM~ = kerdT(p) = {v E TPM 1 (u, VT(p)) = O}. 
We recall the following 
Definition 3.1. A vector$eld Y is said complete ifeach of its maximal integral curves y, that 
is each maximal solution of the problem p (s) = Y (y (s)), is dejined on the whole real line. 
Here and in what follows we assume the completeness of the vector field 
VT 
’ = - (VT, VTJ ’ 
Moreover, unless to multiply the metric g by a conformal factor, we can assume that VT is 
normalized and complete. This implies that every integral curve y of -VT can be parametrized 
by the time function T and has a unique intersection point with 34~~ c M. 
Recall that thejow of a vector field U(s) on 34 is the mapping I/J: 34 x Iw + M given by 
@(p, t) = ap(t), where (Ye is the maximal integral curve of U starting at p. 
It is then possible to define the smooth projection 
that maps each 9 E niz onto the unique point n(q) E %I$ in which the integral curve my of 
-VT meets %I$, that is, 
n(s) = $(q, -T(q)). (11) 
In the following lemma some properties of the flow I/J and of the projection n are established. 
Lemma 3.2. Let I/I and 75 be dejined as above. Then 
(a) For any s, t E R andfor any q E M, 
@(ti(q, s), t) = @(ST s + t). 
(b) For any t E IR, $r(. , t) is a diffeomorphism and 
$-I(. , t) = 7@(. , -t). 
(c) For any q E n/c, dn(q) is a surjective map. 
(d) For any q E n/c 
dn(q)[VT(q)I = 0. 
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Proof. (a) is a consequence of the Uniqueness and Existence Theorem for differential equations 
and (b) easily follows from (a). 
For q E M. dn(q) : 7;,,M + TrrcqjM~ is given by 
dn(q)lnl= $.X(67, -T(q))[ul - $s(q. --T(q))PT(q). v) 
(12) 
= $X(4. -T(q))[ul + VT(n(q))WT(q). u) 
Consider ML, = T-’ (T(q)), which is a smooth submanifold of M, and the map 
such that, for any p E ML,, 
!b(P) = Ilr(P. -T(q)). 
As a consequence of(b), $ is invertible, then the same is true for d$(q), that is, 
+K(q. -T(q)) : rp, + Tr(,,J% 
is invertible. Therefore for any w E TT(yJMo there exists u E TqM,, such that 
$.r(q. -T(q))lul = w. 
As u E 7;,M,. 
(u, VT(q)) = 0. 
Then. from (12), dn(q)[u] = w, so (c) is proved. 
Differentiating (a) with respect to s we get 
!h(ti’(4~ .s). t)llCl5(q, s>l = ~.S(S~ t + s). 
that is. 
!L($(s, S)? t)l-VT(ti(q. s))l = -VT(ti(q, t + 7)). (I.?) 
Evaluating (13) for s = 0 and for t = -T(q) 
ckr(q. -T(q))lVT(q)l = VT@(q)). (13) 
Substituting (14) into (12) with u = VT(q) we have dn(q)[VT(q)] = 0 so (d) is proved. 0 
Remark 3.3. Notice that the map q: M + M”;co x Iw that to any 2 E M associates the pair 
h(z) = (r(z). T(z)) is clearly a diffeomorphism. 
The assumption about the completeness of the vector field -VT is equivalent o the existence 
of a splitting metric on M. Therefore, whenever convenient, we can assume M 2 MO x W. 
Namely. assuming that -VT is complete, it is possible to define the above diffeomorphism r7 
and the pull-back metric induced on Ma x IR by 7. It is of splitting type. 
Vice versa, if M x R is endowed with the splitting type metric 
ds’ = @X(.X. t,(, 6) dx2 - fi(x. t)t* dt’ 
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with (x, t) E n/c x Iw and 5 = (6, t) E T,nic x R, it is possible to find a time function T, such 
that the associated vector field -VT is complete. Indeed, we can take T(x, t) = t, so that 
VT(.r,t) = (0, --&). 
Let A = 3yc0 x If% and consider the subset of H’,*([O, 11, A), defined by 
fir2 = {z E H’.*(]o, 11, A) j z(0) E MO z(0) = n(z(1))). 
Observe that 6’1~ ’ IS the set of all the curves starting from a point z(0) E 3\/za nd coming back 
to the unique integral curve of -VT passing through z(0). 
The following proposition holds. 
~oposition 3.4. fi’.’ is a smooth 7~a~~u~~ whose tangent space at z E G’,’ can be i~e~ti~e~ 
with 
TzS?‘*2 = {< E H1s2([0, 11, TA) 1 c(O) = dn(z(l))[<(l)]}. 
Proof. Consider 
~‘.2(~o) = {z f H132([0, 11, A) j z(0) E 3~4~). 
It is well known that S?‘.*(niza) is a smooth manifold whose tangent space at z E fi’,2(nlz0) can 
be identified with 
Tz@‘2040) = {< E H’**([O, I], TA) ] <(O) E T,CO,MO}. 
We can define the smooth map 
F : fi’1’2(Mo) + MO x MO, 
F(z) = (z(O), m(l))) 
so that fi2“’ = F-‘(A), where A = {(p, p) 1 p E MO}. Then, by the Implicit Function 
Theorem, we only need to show that for any z E fi’.2(%lYa) 
dF(z) : T,@**CW -+ T,(o)% x Trc,(~,,Mo, 
dF(zN!rl = (C(O)> dntz(l))[C(1)1) 
is a surjective map. To this aim it suffices to show that dn (z( 1)) is a surjective map, but this is 
a consequence of (c) of Lemma 3.2. 
Moreover, we have for any z E fi’,* 
T&!1*2 = [dF(z)]-' (TFtz)A) 
so the proof is complete. U 
We will look for lightlike geodesics as the critical points of the functional Q, defined as 
in (2) on 
C+ = {z E fir.’ / (t, Z) = 0, (i. VT(z)) 2 0 a.e.1, 
Also in this case it is necessary to approximate ,Gc’ by means of a family of approximating 
manifolds 
L;t = {?J E .6’.2 / (i,i) = -E2, (2, VT(z)) > 0 a.e.). 
I.ip to obvious changes, in order to prove the Cl-regularity of f-F one can proceed as done for 
L ;.v.> (in Section 2). thanks to (d) of Lemma 3.2. 
Moreover one has. for ,: E Cj! 
Remark 3.5. Before proving Theorem 1.3, we observe that, thanks to Remark 3.3. in coordi,- 
nates (I 1 reads as 
w(.x(l). t( I ))x-(1) = @(X(O). t(o)).~(o,. 
We shall divide our study into two cases: 
I. Alo is compact; 
2. M. is a compact manifold with light-convex boundary. Observe that in this case 3A =: 
i)hto x JR and it is convenient to assume A c M. 
We shall deal in details only with the first case, because for the second one it is possible to use 
the ideas of the case 1 together with the techniques of [8] in presence of the boundary. 
Remark 3.6. Observe that if &la is compact, L6+ is c-precompact, for any c‘ > 0. Indeed. thank:; 
to Remark 3.3, the support of each z E Lc+ is contained in the compact set K(c) = I&to x 10, (,I. 
Therefore, in proving our multiplicity results, we shall use this property where required. 
Using the same arguments of Section 2, one can prove that the functional Q is of class C’ 
on /c + 3’ and its critical points z E 1;: are curves of class C’. Even if Q is not differentiable on 
If we can consider its critical points, defined as in [I] for the curves ; of class C’ with ? f 0 
in such a way that they correspond to lightlike geodesics. Indeed the following results hold. 
Proof. Let V be the vector field given by the parallel traslation of VT(;7( 1)) along z, namely 
b’ satisties 
%, v = 0. V(1) = VT(z(1)). 
For all W E Ci;;i([O. I]. TA) such that W(s) E T_,,,A, s E [O. 11, we introduce the vector field 
iii, along : defined as 
(w(s) = W(s) - (1 s P.sW. 1) dr v(s). c ” (V,Z) J (IS) 
From (d) of Lemma 3.2 we obtain that 
<w(O) = 0 = dn(z(l))u-w(1)1 
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and it is easy to see that (Dr>, cW, 2) = 0, so that 5~ E TzC+. Arguing as in [l, Theorem l.Z], 
we get the thesis. 0 
Lemma 3.8. If 2 is a critical point of Q on L +, then 2 is a ~rege~~~sic, i.e., there exists a 
smooth.function h : W -+ iw such that 
D,,i(s) = A(s s E [O, 11. 
Proof. Lemma 3.7 implies that for any { E TzLc+ 
0 = dQ(z)[(l = 2 
s 
‘(2, VTWi$ ((VT(z), 5)lds 
= 2(i, VT(z)) ,~V*TWH. r(l)) - WTMO)), <@))I 
from which 
PT(z(l)), r(l)) = JVT(z(O))> c(O)). 
In particular if Z; = <W (as in (1 S)), we have 
O’l’(z(l)), 5‘w(l)) = 0, 
i.e., integrating by parts, 
so that 
which proves the lemma. c? 
(17) 
Remark 3.9. Notice that, if we consider A as an orthogonal splitting (this is possible thanks 
to Remark 3.3), relation (16) can be read as 
r(0) = t(1) v< = (t, t) E r,&c+. 
The following Lemma states the condition satisfied by i, for any pregeodesic z E L+. It is easy 
to check that the same condition is satisfied by the corresponding geodesic. 
Lemma 3.10. If z is a criticalpoirztfor Q on LCf with i # 0, then 
(i(l), W(l)) = MO), W(O)) 
for any W E 7&+. 
(18) 
Proof. As in Lemma 3.8, (16) holds for any { E T&+. Consider W E TzCf and define {W as 
in (15) so that 5~ E T&+. Substituting 5~ in (16) we get 
s ’ (DD,W, i)(VT(z(O>), W(O)) = (VT(z(l)), W(l)) + o (v- ds. (19) 
Integrating by parts in ( 19) and recalling that z is a pregeodesic satisfying (17) we have 
(W(O). i(O)) 
{VT(L(O)), W(0)) - (VT(z(l)), W(l)) = ;;;;;*;(y - -v(o) ‘,((])) . (20) 
1* . ? 
Thanks to Remark 3.3. we can write 
5(s) = (x(s). t(s)) E A. W(s) = (<w(s). sw(.s)) E T:A 
and. as VT(z) = (0. -l), also V(s) = (0, -1) so that (V(s). 2(s)) = i(s) = ~5;. Moreover 
by ( 16) and Remark 3.9 
SW(l) = tw(O) = 0 
as W E T:fi’.‘. Then we can write (20) as 
(a(.r^(l), r(l))<w(l).i(l)) - (a(x(O)* t(O))~w(O), i(O)) = 0, 
that is. (1(l). W(l)) = (i(O), W(0)). q 
Define for any integer ~1, y1 < cat(Lz) 
c F.,, = inf sup Q?. 
cat(R)>_,r fi 
From well-known theorems, cF., are critical values for Q. 
The following proposition states the existence of uniformly positive critical values if II 1s 
sufficiently large. In this case, as z(0) is not fixed, we can not use the same technique of Section 2 
and we need an assumption relating cat Lc+ and dim %‘I. 
Proposition 3.11. Assume that cat L+ > dim M. Then there rxists a constant d > 0 (hdepw- 
(lent of’~) such that 
Cf .,i 3 d 
Proof. Consider d > 0 and z E ,Gz with Q(Z) f d. Let x be the projection of the curve : on 
INo. that is .K = n c : where ?T is defined in (I 1). Denote by 
A’(3Zo) = {,’ E FP([O. II. “MO> I ,7(O) = z:(l)) 
\o that s E A’ (M~J). We need to prove that there exists (‘1 > 0 (independent of F) such that 
As .i-(.v) E T, ,, ,I%. we have that, for any s E [0, I] 
(_i-(s). VT(.X(s))) = 0. 
Moreover X = $\- (z, -T(z))[i] + (VT(z). i)VT(x): then from (22) 
($G, (f. -T(z))[i], VT(x)) = (VT(z). 2). 
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Then, from (23) and the definition of the Riemannian metric we have 
s 
1 
(X, X)CRj ds = 
0 s 
1 
(i,X)ds 
0 
= 
s 
1 
[(@xk -Tk)Nil, lcrxk -T(z))[il) 
0 
+ 2 (VT(z), i)2 - (VT(z), i,“] ds 
= 
s 
1 
(@x(z, -T(z))[iI, tix(z, -T(d)[il)(R) ds - Q(z). 
0 
Thanks to Remark 3.3, recalling that X(S) lies in MO, which is assumed to be a compact set, 
and that s 
T(z(s)) = 
s 
(VT(z), i) ds 6 [Q(z)]“~ 6 d1’2 
0 
we get the existence of a constant c > 0, independent of E, such that 
s 
1 
(-+, i)(R)ds 6 c 
0 s 
1 
(i, i)(R) ds - Q(Z) = -CE’ + 2cQ(z) - Q(Z) 
< Czf'- I>Q<z> 
6 crd 
(for some constant cl > 0 independent of E). Then (21) is proved. From the well-known 
properties of the category we have 
c%,+Qd 6 cahl(~o~(~l(%, cl4) 
where 
A’(Mo,c,d) = (x E A’(%to) $i,i)cRjd’ < qd}. 
As MO is a compact set, there exists 61 > 0 such that each x E MO has a geodesically convex 6 I- 
neighborhood. Choose d sufficiently small so that cl d < S:. Then each curve x E A ’ (NJ, cl d) 
has support contained in a 61 -neighborhood. Indeed 
Therefore, all the curves x E A1 (MO, qd) can be continuously retracted to x(0) along a 
geodesic joining each point x(s) to x(0) (see, e.g., [14]), so that, by using the well-known 
properties of the category (see, e.g., [ 131) 
catAl A’(?VIa, qd) < catMn/Co < 1 + dim?& = dimM 
from which 
catL; Qd 6 dim M = k. (24) 
Then, as cat LCg 3 cat Lc+ > dim MY, if we consider cE,, for n > dim M, from (24) we have 
cs,n 3 d. 0 
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Now we are ready to prove Theorem I .3. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Consider a critical value c,,,,, for any y1 > dim M and denote by zi the 
corresponding critical point. Thanks to Lemma 3.8, Lemma 3.9 and Proposition 3.12, arguing 
as in Section 3, there exists an in~nitesimal sequence (F,) such that zFn converges to a curve ; 
which is a non-trivial critical point of Q (i.e., a lightlike future pointing pregeodesic). So the 
existence is proved (using also Lemma 3.11 for (I)). 
The multiplicity can be obtained as in Theorem 2.2. In this case. to be sure not to get a 
trivial curve, we need to consider the critical values c,!) with n > dim M, so we have at least 
cat ,&+ - dim M non-trivial pregeodesics. c? 
4. The case with a periodicity condition 
The most general configuration of our problem one can consider is when z(0) is an arbitrary 
point of M. In this case the set on which the functional Q of (2) can be defined is 
jft’,:! = (z E Hi,” / n(z(0)) = Jr(T.(l))}. 
where id is the projection introduced in Section 3. 
Arguing as in Proposition 3.4 it can be proved that 52 - ‘,2 is a smooth manifold whose tangent 
space at z E fi’.’ is given by 
ir:.fi’,” = {r E iEl’.2([0, II, 7-A) 1 dn(z(O))l<(O)J = d;l-(,7(1))[<(1)1}. 
Also in this case we suppose MO compact and it is possible to prove existence and multiplicity 
rehults using essentially the same tecniques of Section 3. 
In this case, for every geodesic z, the boundary condition for i is 
HO), C(O)) = (i(l), <(I)) 
for any vector field 5 E H’.‘([O, 11, TA) such that dn(z(O))[{(O)] = dn(,:(l))[<(l)] and 
(9,,,<. i) = 0. 
In order to verify the compactness (PS)-condition for Q on 
n;l’ = (z E G’J / (i, i) = -Ed, (2, VT(z)} 3 0 a.e.1, 
we need to introduce some periodicity condition on the metric g. Namely we assume that there 
exists 8 E II%+ such that for any p E M 
~~~(~. f + @))lC? Cl = g(~(~. mr. i-13 (25) 
for < E T,J,~~,.~,.++. t E T$,c,>.rjM (recall that @ is the flow of -VT). This implies that it is 
not restrictive to assume z([O, 11) c MO x [0, H]. 
We will prove the following weak version of the (PS)-condition for Q on 1;:. Let z,! c L: 
be a sequence ((PS)-sequence) such that 
Q(Z,,) + c 
3 
Q’(z,,) --+ 0 
3~ E n;$ : Q(w> = c, Q’(w) zr 0. (26) 
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Let zn c c,’ be a (PS)-sequence, arguing as in Section 3, we can write 
&l(s) = w-ezrl(~)>, Uzrm)), s E LO, 11 
where T&(S)) = 0, (s) + k0 with 0, (s) E [0,13]. 
Now we consider the sequence We = (n(z, (s)), 8, (s)), it results that W,(S) c 3\iz0 x 
[0,19]. On the other hand by (25) one has that Q(z,) = Q(w,), Q’(z,) = Q’(w,) and by 
assumption ji (&)2 ds is bounded, then W, has a subsequence, still denoted by zun, strongly 
convergent o w in H’,*([O, I], A) and condition (26) is satisfied. 
Thanks to the previous periodicity assumption, results analogous to those of Section 3 hold, 
up to the obvious changes. 
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